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Overview
Offensive cyber operations, from information campaigns to
computer network exploitation, are being used to influence
foreign elections through political parties and candidate
campaigns. Key tactics demonstrated during the 2016 U.S.
elections proved that once an attack is executed, political
parties and candidates lack a solid incident response plan to
remediate and respond to the attack. Given this lack of visibility
into a political party’s overall cybersecurity posture, the door is
open for smaller, less focused entities, such as political activists
and organized crime, to carry out similar actions as nation state
governments. With many important European and U.S. elections
on the horizon, SecurityScorecard wanted to know: How are
the political establishments responding to the threat of attack?
And, are they prepared to effectively respond to an escalation in
cyber activities?
SecurityScorecard found the two major U.S. political parties,
Republican National Committee (RNC) and Democratic National
Committee (DNC), fared well compared to smaller U.S. political
parties and European political parties as a whole. With that
said, SecurityScorecard discovered indicators of poor security
hygiene in almost all political parties.

Key Findings:
yy

yy

Personally Identifiable Information (PII) Leakage
yy

Organization - U.S. political party

yy

Risk - identify theft and fraud, social targeting, etc.

End of Life (EoL) Products Running Clear Text
Authentication
yy

Organization - French political party

yy

Risk - username and password harvesting for account
and service theft

yy

Serving Expired Certificates
yy

Organization - Various political parties

yy

Risk - reduces ability of security controls to detect
fraudulent sites and services
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yy

Active Malware
yy

Organization - European Union

yy

Risk - account theft, fraud, intellectual property theft, espionage

This report outlines changes observed by SecurityScorecard within the
external security postures of political parties and organizations in the
U.S. and Europe, as represented by the visibility into public internet
connectivity and categorized by nation.
Analysis was conducted to determine whether the external cybersecurity
scores of political entities in the U.S. and Europe are reflective of on-theground developments within respective regions.
The results of SecurityScorecard’s research indicates that the
cybersecurity scores attributed to the global political parties may indeed
be indicative of real-world developments, and are useful data points for
the observation and prediction of ’Cyclical Theory’ fluctuations within
the global landscape.
When taken into context with external datasets, aggregate cybersecurity
scores serve as bellwether indicators for the purposes of charting of
evolutions of political discourse, conflict and economic development.

Methodology: Analytic Parameters of Research
yy

29 political party entities from 11 countries in North America and
Europe were selected for analysis.
yy

USA

yy

France

yy

Germany

yy

Italy

yy

Northern Ireland

yy

Poland

yy

Scotland

yy

Spain

yy

Sweden

yy

Switzerland

yy

UK
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yy

Timeline of Analysis: Q1-2019

yy

Scores are represented as percentages on a scale of 100, and map
to letter grades of A-F in the same format as the academic grading
system.

yy

Risk Categories Examined:
yy

Application Security - Measurement of identified frameworks,
best practices and detectable vulnerabilities within web
applications

yy

DNS Health - Measurement of DNS configurations

yy

Network Security - Measurement of detected open ports, SSL
certificate issues

yy

Patching Cadence - Measurement of software updates and
patching frequency

Data Collection & Risk Scoring Method
The SecurityScorecard threat intelligence engine continuously collects
information from the public internet in order to identify digital assets,
such as IP addresses and threat intelligence signals, that are analyzed for
vulnerable conditions and then attributed to an organization.

Categories of signal collection include:
yy

Web Application Identification

yy

Network Security Configurations

yy

DNS Configurations

yy

Malware Infections

yy

Leaked Enterprise Credentials

yy

Endpoint Security Information (such as workstations and mobile
devices)

yy

Patching Cadences (frequency of observable software update
implementation)

yy

Hacker Chatter Forums,

yy

Emerging Threat Identification
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All information is collected externally, non-intrusively and without
prior authorization. Collected data is contextualized to business or
organizational entities in order to generate a numerical score in the form
of a percentage. The percentage maps to a grading scale of A through F in
the same format as academic grading systems.
For each country analyzed in this study, the calculations took into
account the number of political parties, total score, the category with the
lowest factor score and the ‘Top Issues’. ‘Top Issues’ are defined as cases
where the quantity of identified issues greatly exceeds the typical/average
quantity for similarly sized organizations.

Results Ranked by Nation
Figure 1.1 - Total/Aggregate Scores Ranked by Nation
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Figure 1.2 - Application Security Scores Ranked by Nation

Figure 1.3 - DNS Health Scores Ranked by Nation
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Figure 1.4 - Network Security Scores Ranked by Nation

Figure 1.5 - Patching Cadence Scores Ranked by Nation
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Observations of Europe’s Political
Parties
SecurityScorecard discovered security hygiene concerns in several
European political parties and governing institutions. SecurityScorecard’s
methods begin with measuring fine grain details of security hygiene
over digital assets discovered to be under the administrative control of a
political party. Behavioral analysis was conducted over this collection of
security hygiene findings to determine how the organization changes, or
behaves over time. An example of security hygiene would be discovering a
web application running end of ife (EoL) software and soliciting username
and passwords in clear text, which was discovered and will be discussed
in more detail later in the report. Over time, the rate of change of
introduction and repair of these security findings leads to a more holistic
grade or score.
The political parties in France show systematically lower security ratings
than all other political parties in other parts of Europe and the U.S.
Specifically, Application Security and DNS Health are the two lowest
ranking scores, followed by Network Security. These specific scores
indicate the political parties in France are not maintaining digital
assets at the same level of hygiene as their european neighbors. This
analysis does not look for vulnerabilities but tries to understand and
measure the behavior of the IT staff that is charged with managing the
organization's digital assets. Strong performing organizations generally
exhibit more uniform confirmations of systems and services, adhere to
best common practices and respond uniformly and quickly to external IT
events, whether security related or general maintenance. These results
are somewhat surprising, as France is known to have well respected
capabilities relating to cyber investigations and operational security.
With the existence of such capabilities, it would seem like there would be
encouragement for domestic political parties to "up the game," as they are
well aware of the potential damage that can result from a well planned
offensive cyber assault.
A French political party was observed to have an insecure login system
to its mail platform where usernames and passwords are sent in plaintext
over an unencrypted channel. SecurityScorecard researchers hope this
application is deprecated or not used often, but even so, it represents
an opportunity for social engineering. To make matters worse, the web
server presenting the login page is running an end of life (EoL) version
of PHP that has not received security updates since 2018. Pictured below
is a packet capture exhibiting these plaintext text credentials being sent
over the internet.
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The ongoing yellow vest protests could also be playing an influence in one
of two ways. First, such activities can draw sympathy and support from
hacktivists groups. These groups could then have motivation to target the
established political parties. Second, the scope of the protests could draw
focus and attention away from core IT security issues as the management
and even policy level. This could tactically impact the effectiveness of IT
teams in both preparations and cross-organizational incident response.
Meanwhile in Spain, one political party’s subdomain dedicated to federal
taxes is using an expired certificate being served on a web-server that has
run out of disk space. SecurityScorecard researchers discovered this due to
the web server displaying these errors to the end user. This configuration
option is only suitable for development and debugging situations, as it can
lead to information leakage about specific components of the server that
may be vulnerable to attack.
A political party in the UK also hosting a login portal to their VPN with
an expired certificate. An expired certificate does not mean the session
is completely in the clear, but it does train users into adopting poor
security behavior, as well as indicating poor cybersecurity hygiene of an
organization. Also in the UK, the Conservative and Unionist party hosts a
login to their PureCampaign application via an un-encrypted login
portal. Although the credentials are sent to the server via a secure manner,
this represents poor security design and presents a risk to a simple MitM or
social engineering attack.
Finally, an IP space officially designated to the EU, which is hosting
parliamentary elections the week this report is being released, shows
emanations from a Gamarue malware infection are observed daily.
Gamarue is Windows based malware capable of stealing files, logging
keystrokes and more. It often propagates via USB drives or is installed via
malicious phishing emails. Indicators of malware are detrimental to an
organization’s cyber rating score within the SecurityScorecard scoring
algorithm. No longer is exploitation or attack hypothetical against a
corporation, in this instance malware has already reached a target space,
may be propagating further and is beginning to execute on its goals.
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Observations of United States
Political Parties
For the purpose of this analysis, four political parties from the United
States were selected - the two most prominent mainstream political
parties (DNC and RNC) and the two most prominent alternative political
parties (Green Party and Libertarian Party).
In aggregate, the DNC security scores lag behind the RNC in almost all
categories. This same trend was observed in the Spring of 2016 prior to
the Presidential elections and the reported DNC hacks and WikiLeaks
releases. While SecurityScorecard believes the DNC has made significant
investments in security since 2016, the organizational behavior at
managing digital assets still lags behind the RNC.
SecurityScorecard researchers did notice usage of Okta, a two factor
authentication tool, by the DNC. However, in one instance, the initial
URL of a calendar application utilizing 2FA is served unencrypted
over HTTP. A motivated attacker could MitM (Man in the Middle) the
beginning of this session, redirecting the calendar authentication to a
bogus instance of Okta, harvest the user’s credentials and still send the
2FA mechanism as normal. It is very possible the end user would have no
indication their credentials were just taken from them.
The RNC is utilizing the content delivery and internet security company,
Fastly, however there are some instances where the integration and
configuration are not sound as it applies to DNS health. Additionally, they
are leaking ArcGIS (a popular mapping software tool) administrative
subdomains where projects for a certain state can seemingly be gleaned.
Finally, a completely unencrypted login to what appears to be a RNC-API
(Application Programming Interface) server was quickly discovered as
well.
Regarding the alternative parties, the Libertarian Party took a heavy
hit as the bulk of the weight from its score is a reflection of DNS Health,
specifically the lack of SPF (Sender Protection Framework) records in
place for Libertarian Party domain names.
SPF records are DNS records which validate the origin of sent emails
identifying themselves with the domain name. Without SPF records,
an attacker has an easier time leveraging email spoofing techniques
during an attack campaign. Considering some of the most common
attacks against political parties oftentimes arrive in the form of spear
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phishing emails (such as with the DNC/WikiLeaks email breaches), the
implementation of SPF records are recommended for all domain names
registered by an organization.
While not a full-proof mitigation control for phishing or spoofing by any
means, SPF is a defense-in-depth best practice recommendation which
increases the level of sophistication needed for an attacker to succeed
with an attack.
Additionally, a major U.S. political party was programmatically leaking a
voting validation application, which enumerates voter name, date of birth
and address via search terms. SecurityScorecard has already disclosed
this vulnerability to the appropriate parties.

Figure 2.1 - Total Scores for United States Political Parties

Figure 2.2 - Application Security Scores for United States
Political Parties
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Figure 2.3 - DNS Health Scores for United States Political
Parties

Figure 2.4 - Network Security Scores for United States Political
Parties

Figure 2.5 - Patching Cadence Scores for United States Political
Parties
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Data for UK Political Parties
2019-05-06

Figure 3.1 - Total Scores for UK Political Parties

Figure 3.2 - Application Security Scores for UK Political Parties

Figure 3.3 - DNS Health Scores for UK Political Parties
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Figure 3.4 - Network Security Scores for UK Political Parties

Figure 3.5 - Patching Cadence Scores for UK Political Parties

Conclusion
The landscape of cybersecurity threats are increasing daily. Recently,
nation states have demonstrated more of a willingness to share
information in the cyber domain on foreign elections, although nefarious
activity is within reach of less sophisticated and organized actors. Given
today’s politically charged environment, it is only a matter of time before
other actors take advantage of the current situation. Political parties and
NGOs are clearly a target of opportunity and, based on our research, not
always up to the challenge of keeping threat actors out. A transparent
and fair election process is the cornerstone of western democracies.
Only by making cybersecurity a first order priority will countries, and
their political parties, safeguard the delicate election ecosystem against
malevolent threats.
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About SecurityScorecard
SecurityScorecard offers an exclusive security rating platform able to
determine the security risk of any organization on the internet. Our
proprietary SaaS offering helps enterprises gain operational command of
their security postures and across all of their partners, and vendors.
SecurityScorecard provides continuous, non-intrusive monitoring
for any organization including third and fourth parties. The platform
offers a breadth and depth of critical data points not available from any
other service provider including a broad range of risk categories such
as Application Security, Malware, Patching Cadence, Network Security,
Hacker Chatter, Social Engineering and Leaked Information.
To receive an email with your company’s current score,
please visit instant.securityscorecard.com.
www.securityscorecard.com
1 (800) 682-1707
info@securityscorecard.io
SecurityScorecard HQ
111 West 33rd Street
11th Floor
New York City, NY 10001
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